Available in (5) models to accept 3cc to 55cc Nordson EFD barrel/piston sets.

Dispense sealants and vinyl adhesives without ooze. Or apply grease, pastes, glues and epoxies. Easy. No drip or mess.

Rugged, all-metal DispensGun® makes easy, controlled applications of difficult-to-apply fluids. A 10:1 mechanical advantage means very little squeeze is required to dispense even the highest viscosity fluids. Complete flow control and positive shutoff mean no oozing or dripping. Adjustable grip for smaller hands. When barrel is emptied, dispose. No maintenance.

**Models**

- 7023133 For 3cc barrel size
- 7023137 For 5cc barrel size
- 7023125 For 10cc barrel size
- 7023134 For 30cc barrel size
- 7023141 For 55cc barrel size

Order accessories and dispensing components separately.

**Applications**

- fiber-optic assembly
- field dispensing
- light assembly
- rivet coating
- lubricating
- sealing
- touch-up
- window frame
- glob top
- solder paste
- sealing
- rivet coating